
Mesh Christmas Charm Bracelet
Step 1 - Take 3 lengths of 4mm mesh tube - approx 30cm each and slide all 3 through one 
of your hanger beads. (Image A)

Step 2 - Now measure out a small amount of Seed beads or crystals - You need to be able to 
measure out the same amount of beads or crystals each time, so you bracelet has even sections.
Either weigh them on scales or �nd the right size container that holds the correct amount of 
beads or crystal. Each section needs approx 25-30mm long of beads/crystal, so you can �ll each 
Mesh tube and calculate the amount of beads/crystal by measurement. 

Step 3 - Fill each Mesh tube with your beads/crystals using bead 
scoop or small funnel. (Image B) Ensure the beads are completely
           down inside the tubes and then slide on another hanger 
                          beads, taking all 3 Mesh tubes through the hole. 

Step 4 - Repeat Step 2, 3 more times, but on your 
last one instead of a hanger bead, take some thread and securely 
tie all 3 ends together, wrapping the thread around the ends. Continue to
wrap the thread around to create a short end for your clasp.  (Image C) Glue the end of your mesh
into 1 end of your clasp with super glue. You will need to hold this in place for a few minutes to 
ensure the mesh is glued inside. (Image D)

Step 5 - Now go back to the other side of your bracelet and �ll each Mesh tube with your 
beads/crystals. Then, as before, take some thread and securely tie all 3 ends together, wrapping 
the thread around the ends. Continue to wrap the thread around to create a short end for your 
clasp. Glue this end of your mesh into the other end of your clasp with super glue and leave to 
dry completely. 
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Step 6 - Attach your charms to each of the loops on the hanger beads with a jump ring. (Image E)


